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Abstract

We examine liquid–liquid–particle ternary blends composed of two immiscible polymers and spherical silica particles across a wide range

of compositions. The particles are fully wetted by one of the liquids. Rheological behavior is investigated through continuous shear flow

and small/large amplitude oscillatory shear experiments. We observe various percolating structures of the particles bound by capillary

interactions, as well as particles-in-drops or drops-in-suspension microstructures. These morphological changes with composition induce

significant alteration in a linear viscoelastic response and yielding of the three-phase system. Similarly to the observations in wet granular

materials, both the elastic plateau modulus and the yield stress of our ternary system exhibit a maximum as the wetting phase content

increases for a fixed particle concentration. We show that this phenomenon is linked to an evolution of the structure from a meniscus-

bridged particle network to a selectively filled bicontinuous state and eventually to a drops-in-suspension microstructure upon phase inver-

sion. Remarkably, the presence of particles enables the formation of bicontinuous structures over a wide region of the compositional

space, while no such structures could be produced for the particle-free immiscible polymer blend. This phenomenon results from selective

partitioning of the particles in the wetting phase domain, which imparts a solidlike behavior of the latter due to particle crowding.

Therefore, the formation of strong physical gels plays a central role in both the structure stabilization and the route to phase inversion for

such ternary systems. VC 2017 The Society of Rheology. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1122/1.4975931]

I. INTRODUCTION

Suspensions and emulsions, which are, respectively,

liquid–solid particle and liquid–liquid two-phase mixtures,

are major classes of soft materials. Despite their simple defi-

nition, these materials have a complex rheological behavior,

which depends on the volume fraction of the dispersed phase

and the interactions between their components. More specifi-

cally, these systems can behave either as liquids or as soft

viscoelastic solids, e.g., due to the colloidal glass transition

in the case of suspensions [1] and dense packing of the drop-

lets for emulsions [2]. What happens when suspensions and

emulsions are combined—i.e., when particles and two

liquids are present—is the topic of this article.

The combination of two immiscible fluids with solid par-

ticles is ubiquitous in industrial applications. Such ternary

systems implicitly share common background with suspen-

sions and emulsions, yet they present some unique morpho-

logical properties. One well-studied example of three-phase

liquid–liquid–solid particle systems is particle-stabilized

emulsions, widely known as Ramsden–Pickering emulsions,

where particles act as surfactants by adsorbing at the liquid–

liquid interface, hence inhibiting drop coalescence [3–5].

This scenario is however favored only if the particles are par-

tially wetted by both of the immiscible liquid phases. The

same concept has been used in polymer blends, where

interfacially active colloidal particles are incorporated during

melt-mixing [6]. Additionally, particle-stabilized emulsions

can assemble into volume-spanning networks through

particle-bridging [7,8], where a coherent particle monolayer

at the liquid–liquid interface locally connects the droplets

via capillary adhesion [9,10]. The presence of interfacially

active particles can also serve to stabilize the bicontinuous

structure through arrested spinodal decomposition of the flu-

ids as in the case of bijels (bicontinuous interfacially jammed

emulsion gels) [11–13], with analogous cases in polymer

blends [14–17].

The above examples can be regarded, at least conceptu-

ally, as the effect of adding a small amount of particles to an

emulsion. Recent research endeavors have focused on the

opposite situation, i.e., starting with a particulate suspension

and then adding a second immiscible liquid [18–24]. In this

scenario, small amounts of the emulsified wetting phase can

impart a significant increase in shear modulus and yield

stress of the suspension due to the formation of capillary

bridges connecting the particles. Hence, the use of the capil-

lary bridge as a physical bond in suspensions, which can be

disrupted and reformed via mixing, serves as a new tuning

parameter of their rheology through the formation of non-

equilibrium structures. This approach, inspired by the cohe-

sion of wet granular materials [25], has strong potential for

applications as it offers a new assembly pathway for func-

tional materials [26,27]. Moreover, even a single ternary sys-

tem can display several of the above morphologies

depending on its composition.

To summarize, ternary systems are capable of forming a

variety of complex microstructures through diverse ways,
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e.g., pairwise attraction through capillary bridging

[18,21,22], many-body cohesion through capillary clustering

[22], interfacial assembly of particles [11,12], or particle

bridging of drops [7,8].

Because the mechanical response of liquid–liquid–solid

particle systems is highly sensitive to the ternary composi-

tion, it is of considerable interest to investigate the rheology

of these systems and how it relates to their microstructure.

This is of immediate relevance to melt-processing from the

perspective of materials production. Due to the presence of

volume-spanning network structures in ternary systems, the

latter can be categorized within the broad class of materials

known as yields stress fluids.

Previous reviews have proposed the idea of a generic

microstructural map for ternary particle-fluid-liquid

mixtures [26,28]. This map is well established only in

restricted regions of the composition space for various

experimental systems. Previous studies from our group

focused on the influence of particle wettability [8] and

mixing conditions [20,21] on the resulting structures of ter-

nary systems, as well as structure–rheology relationships

in Pickering gels [8] and pendular gels [22]. However, a

detailed morphological map and a clear understanding of

the rheology of the various microstructures are still lacking

for these systems. Furthermore, the influence of selective

particle-filling on phase inversion of ternary systems

remains unclear.

The current study seeks to map the microstructure and

rheology of ternary systems with strong preferential wetting

of the particles by one of the liquid phases throughout a

wide region of the compositional space. Specifically, the

particle volume fraction ranges from 0 to 0.3, and the volu-

metric ratio of the immiscible liquids is varied from very

small to large values—a composition range that has not

been covered in a single experimental system. As in our

recent studies, we use a model ternary blend of polyisobuty-

lene (PIB), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), and silica particles

(SPs). This system allows us to easily freeze the blend

morphology by simple cooling of the samples following

melt mixing. One of the polymer phases is then selectively

extracted and the microstructure characterized via electron

microscopy. Furthermore, since both polymers behave as

Newtonian fluids, any non-Newtonian rheological behavior

from the ternary systems can be attributed to structural

effects linked to the presence of particles. Using this model

system, we first consider the variations in linear viscoelas-

ticity resulting from changes in the wetting phase content.

Next, we present the role of the wetting phase content on

the yielding behavior of the ternary system. To this end, we

discuss large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS), continu-

ous shear, and creep tests in order to uncover the elasto-

viscoplastic nature of these materials. Then, we address the

issue of phase inversion composition in these systems,

where the glassy rheology of the filled polymer phase plays

an important role. Finally, we construct a morphological

map for this ternary system over a range of particle loadings

from 0 to 30 vol. %. To our knowledge, this is the most

detailed microstructural map for a single liquid–liquid–

solid particle mixture to date.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Three-phase blend preparation

The materials used in this study are same as those

in our previous publications [21,22,29]. The solid

particles are spherical SPs supplied by Industrial

Powders (SS1205). The size distribution provided by the

supplier indicates a unimodal polydisperse size distribu-

tion, from which a number-average diameter of 2.0 lm

and a volume-average diameter of 2.3 lm can be

calculated. Two polymers were used as immiscible fluids.

The nonwetting phase is PIB with q ¼ 0.908 g ml�1 and
�Mw ¼ 2200 g mol�1, purchased from Soltex, while the

wetting phase is PEO with q ¼ 1.1 g ml�1 and �Mw

¼ 20 000 g mol�1, purchased from Fluka. Physically, PIB

is a viscous liquid whereas PEO is a semicrystalline solid

powder at room temperature, with a melting point around

60 �C. The formation of the ternary blends was achieved

through a two-step melt-mixing process using a small-

scale mixing device (for a detailed description of the

mixing cell, see [22]). First, a PEO-in-PIB or PIB-in-PEO

pre-emulsion was prepared at 1200 rpm for 2 min, followed

by the addition of the SPs and subsequent mixing of the

three phases at 1000 rpm for 5 min. Mixing was always

carried out at 80 �C so that PEO remained in the liquid

state. An amount of approximately 4 g per batch was

recovered, sealed in plastic jars, and rapidly cooled to 5 �C
for crystallization of PEO. After recovering to room tem-

perature, samples were placed under vacuum to remove

the entrapped air bubbles from the bulk material. The

ternary composition is defined by the volume fraction of

particles /, the wetting phase (PEO) volume fraction /PEO,

and the volume fraction of PIB, /PIB ¼ 1� /� /PEO. The

samples are referred to by their PIB/PEO/SP volume frac-

tions in % for easier reading.

B. Morphological characterization

Our ternary system allows solidifying the wetting phase

by simple cooling, which facilitates electron microscopy.

Observations at the particle scale were carried out using a

Philips XL30 field emission gun scanning electron micro-

scope (FEG-SEM). For samples with a high PIB content, the

samples were prepared for imaging identically to our previ-

ous studies: The PIB phase was removed via selective disso-

lution using n-octane (Sigma Aldrich), and the solid residue

was deposited on a filter paper for imaging. At high PEO

content, the solid phase became continuous. In such cases,

the entire sample was cryofractured in liquid nitrogen to

ensure brittle fracture of the PEO phase. The sample was

then allowed to return to room temperature in an inert atmo-

sphere to avoid water condensation on the surface. The frac-

tured samples were then exposed to n-octane to remove the

PIB. In all cases, the surface of the specimens (either the

solid residue on filter paper or the fracture surface) was met-

alized to enhance electron conductivity using a sputter coater

equipped with a gold–palladium target (Cressington). The

samples were placed on SEM stubs prior to observations
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using a secondary electron detector under high vacuum

conditions.

C. Rheological measurements

The rheological characterization was performed on a TA

Instruments AR-2000 stress-controlled rotational rheometer fit-

ted with an air convection oven. Rough boundary conditions

were imposed by using a cross-hatched parallel plate geometry

(diameter of 25 mm, gap of 1 mm, roughness of 500 lm). This

was necessary due to the previous experimental evidence of

apparent wall slip at large deformations when using smooth

geometries for similar ternary systems [21]. All measurements

were performed at 80 �C so that the PEO phase is in the melt

state. Linear viscoelastic spectra were obtained from frequency

sweeps, where the angular frequency x was varied from 100 to

0.1 rad s�1 at a fixed strain amplitude c0. Strain sweeps tests

were used to determine the linear viscoelastic domain as well

as to probe the LAOS behavior, where the strain amplitude c0

was increased from 6� 10�5 to 1 with x ¼ 1 rad s�1. In com-

plement to the linearized viscoelastic moduli, the relative inten-

sities of odd harmonics contribution to the stress waveforms

were calculated using a fast Fourier transform algorithm.

Yielding under a continuous flow was investigated via stress

ramp tests, where r was increased from 10 to 5000 Pa in a time

interval Dt ¼ 10 min. For these tests, the measured viscosity

corresponds to a transient state and must be considered as an

apparent viscosity, especially at low stresses where the equili-

bration time teq to reach steady state can be very long, i.e.,

teq > Dt. Finally, the transient behavior under creep was deter-

mined by imposing a constant shear stress r while measuring

the strain c and shear rate _c over time.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural evolution associated with wetting
phase content

To characterize the structure of ternary blends, we per-

formed SEM observations after selective removal of the PIB

phase from PIB/PEO/SP samples at a fixed particle volume

fraction of / ¼ 0:30, with a PEO volume fraction /PEO rang-

ing from 0.07 to 0.63. As mentioned in the Introduction,

our previous research had focused on the 0 � /PEO � / com-

position range, and the scientific questions mainly revolved

around two issues: The effects of meniscus formation between

particles when /PEO � /, and the effects of particle engulf-

ment by PEO when /PEO � /. In contrast, the composition

range covered here is much broader and encompasses all

intermediate cases between simple SP-in-PIB and SP-in-PEO

suspensions. Figure 1 shows micrographs at magnifications

selected to match the appropriate microstructural length-scale

of each sample. At the lowest PEO content (/PEO ¼ 0:07),

the sample exhibits an aggregated structure with particles

forming a three-dimensional network [Fig. 1(a)]. The interpar-

ticular bonding of this network is ensured by small capillary

bridges of PEO, as detailed in previous studies [21,22], corre-

sponding to a pendular state [30]. Indeed, the /PEO=/ ratio of

0.23 in Fig. 1(a) falls in the range of 0.15–0.25 within which

well-developed pendular networks were noted previously

[22]. For /PEO ¼ 0:14, a similar structure is observed, yet the

strands of the particle network become more compact [Fig.

1(b)]. This case corresponds to a funicular state [30], i.e., a

pendular structure where a fraction of the capillary bridges

have coalesced locally due to the increase in wetting phase

content. Further increase in PEO (/PEO ¼ 0:21) marks a dis-

tinctive structure, with capillary aggregates partially merged

together into a continuous network [Fig. 1(c)]. An alternative

view of this structure can be seen in the lower magnification

image in Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material [31]. These

particle clusters typify the capillary state [30], where the

cohesion between the solid particles arises from the negative

Laplace pressure linked to the negative curvature of the flu-

id–fluid interface, hence resulting in an attractive capillary

force. Partial coalescence of these capillary aggregates results

in an arrested bicontinuous state. Similar bicontinuous struc-

tures are observed at higher PEO contents, where the charac-

teristic domain size increases with the PEO volume fraction

as shown in Fig. 1(d) (/PEO ¼ 0:28) and Fig. 1(e) (/PEO

¼ 0:35). Strikingly, the SPs tend to protrude from the

PIB–PEO interface of the aggregates at lower /PEO [see

Fig. 1(c)] while a much smoother interface is observed at

higher /PEO [see Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. On a side note, the term

bicontinuous may require clarification for these ternary sys-

tems since pendular and funicular network structures can be

also considered as physically bicontinuous. However, we only

refer to a structure as bicontinuous when both liquid phases

present in the ternary system (i.e., PIB and PEO) form contin-

uous paths, as for the samples shown in Figs. 1(c)–1(e).

Phase inversion is achieved for the following sample

composition (/PEO ¼ 0:42), where the PEO is the only con-

tinuous polymer phase as can be observed in Fig. 1(f). The

voids left by the extracted dispersed phase (i.e., PIB) reveal

the presence of both spherical and nonspherical drops, all

featuring a wide size distribution, while the SPs are exclu-

sively localized in the PEO phase. Such nonspherical droplet

structures may result from the formation of large PIB inclu-

sions that could not fully relax to a spherical drop shape

within the particle-filled PEO continuous phase before the

sample was quenched. We have not tested whether a slower

quench would allow relaxation of these drops to spherical

shape. The final three compositions (/PEO ¼ 0:49, 0:56, and

0:63) lead to a similar drops-in-suspension structure, yet

elongated drops can no longer be observed [Figs. 1(g)–1(i)].

As /PEO increases, the dispersed phase (PIB) volume frac-

tion decreases, leading to a marked decrease in the PIB drop

size of the drops-in-suspension [see Figs. 1(g)–1(i)].

Notably, the craters corresponding to the extracted PIB drops

in Figs. 1(f)–1(i) show smooth surfaces with minimal protru-

sion of the particles across the PIB–PEO interface, which

confirms the full wetting of the particles by the PEO phase.

B. Linear viscoelasticity

We start to examine the rheology of these ternary systems

by probing their linear viscoelastic response through fre-

quency sweep measurements. The frequency-dependence of

the storage (G0) and loss (G00) moduli at 80 �C in the linear

domain for the ternary samples is shown in Fig. 2, where the
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angular frequency x was decreased from 102 to 10�1 rad/s.

Variations in the limit of linearity with ternary samples com-

position will be presented in Sec. III C. In the absence of par-

ticles, PEO and PIB are almost purely viscous and we were

unable to measure the very small G0 values reliably. When

no wetting phase is added (/PEO ¼ 0), a solidlike response

characterized by a weakly frequency-dependent G0 plateau

with G0 > G00 over most of the investigated x-range is found.

Moreover, the presence of a local minimum in G00 is sugges-

tive of long time (a) and short time (b) relaxation processes,

a rheological signature consistently encountered in colloidal

gels and glasses [1,32]. The minimum in G00ðxÞ occurs for

x ¼ 1=km, where km represents the crossover time from the

b to the a relaxation. This solidlike behavior characterizes

binary PIB/SP suspensions for / � 0:25, where the interac-

tions between the particles turn the suspension into an elastic

paste, as shown in a previous study [22]. Similar behavior is

found for ternary systems when the wetting phase volume

fraction increases up to /PEO ¼ 0:07. However, we notice a

significant increase in elastic plateau modulus G0p, while the

G00 minimum moves toward higher frequencies and the gap

between G0 and G00 becomes more pronounced in this range

of wetting phase content (0 < /PEO � 0:07). The inverse

trend is observed for /PEO > 0:07, i.e., with increasing /PEO,

the G0 plateau decreases while the G00 minimum shifts to

lower frequencies and G00 approaches G0. In fact, the elastic

FIG. 1. SEM pictures of the PEO–SP structures after selective dissolution of the PIB phase for the following ternary systems: (a) 63/7/30, (b) 56/14/30, (c) 49/

21/30, (d) 42/28/30, (e) 35/35/30, (f) 28/42/30, (g) 21/49/30, (h) 14/56/30, and (i) 7/63/30, where the ternary composition is given as PIB/PEO/SP in vol. %.

The particle volume fraction is fixed at / ¼ 0:30, while the PEO (wetting phase) volume fraction /PEO is gradually increased.
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plateau modulus becomes much less pronounced for

/PEO � 0:49, indicating the softening of the ternary system.

The short-time moduli crossover is then observed within

the experimental frequency window. In the case of the

PEO/SP suspension (/PEO ¼ 0:70), an overall liquidlike

response (G0 < G00) is found within the measurement win-

dow, although there appears to be a crossover around

x ¼ 0:1 rad s�1. The contrast between the linear responses

of the binary SP-in-PIB and SP-in-PEO suspensions at equal

particle content is likely indicative of differences in particle

attractions: Since PIB has much lower polarity than the

silica, particles tend to aggregate in PIB, thus increasing

G0. In contrast, PEO is much more polar, and the particles

likely act as near-hard spheres. We note that as x increases

toward the high-frequency crossover, the loss modulus

roughly scales as G00ðxÞ 	 x0:6 for these ternary systems,

similar to the concentrated systems such as emulsions

[33,34] and foams [35] where a power-law exponent of 0.5

is found.

Quantitatively, the linear viscoelastic spectra depicted in

Fig. 2 can be well described using the model of Mason and

Weitz [1], initially developed for concentrated hard sphere

suspensions near the glass transition. This model is based on

the formalism of mode-coupling theory (MCT) to account

for the glassy cage dynamics, while the high-frequency

behavior is defined through hydrodynamic contributions

based on Brownian motion and suspension viscosity. Within

this framework, the frequency dependence of the moduli is

expressed as follows:

G0 xð Þ ¼ G0p þ Gr C 1� a0ð Þcos
pa0

2

� �
xtrð Þa

0
�

�BC 1þ b0ð Þcos
pb0

2

� �
xtrð Þ�b0

�
þ G0D xð Þ; (1)

G00 xð Þ ¼ Gr C 1� a0ð Þsin
pa0

2

� �
xtrð Þa

0
�

þBC 1þ b0ð Þsin
pb0

2

� �
xtrð Þ�b0

�
þ G00D xð Þ þ g1x;

(2)

where the plateau modulus G0p only accounts for the elastic-

ity of the structure, while the viscoelastic amplitude Gr influ-

ences both the change of G0ðxÞ in the plateau region and the

minimum value of G00ðxÞ, which has reached for x ¼ 1=tr
(thus, tr 
 km). CðxÞ is the gamma function and the parame-

ters a0 ¼ 0:301, b0 ¼ 0:545, and B ¼ 0:903 correspond to

MCT predictions for hard spheres. The viscous contribution

is embodied by the high-frequency suspension viscosity g1.

Both G0ðxÞ and G00ðxÞ include the same Brownian contribu-

tion based on the diffusional boundary layer

G0D xð Þ ¼ G00D xð Þ ¼ 3

5p
kBT

R3
/2g 2R;/ð Þ xsD½ �1=2; (3)

where R is the particle radius, gð2R;/Þ ¼ 0:78=ð0:64� /Þ
is the radial pair distribution function at contact, sD ¼ R2=Ds

is the diffusional time, and Ds is the short-time diffusion

coefficient, which is /-dependent. In the present case, the

contribution of Brownian motion is weak, and therefore, the

G0DðxÞ and G00DðxÞ terms can be ignored. Hence, we use Eqs.

(1) and (2) to simultaneously fit G0ðxÞ and G00ðxÞ for each

set of data presented in Fig. 2 with G0p, Gr, tr, and g1 as fit-

ting parameters (listed in Table I), setting the G0DðxÞ and

G00DðxÞ terms to zero. We emphasize that even though there

are four fitting parameters, three can be pinned down almost

exactly by simple inspection: G0p corresponds to the plateau

modulus, and the values of tr and Gr can be calculated from

FIG. 2. Linear viscoelastic response of the ternary systems at 80 �C for / ¼ 0:30 and 0 � /PEO � 0:7. Filled symbols, G0; open symbols, G00. Solid and dashed

lines correspond to fits using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. Results are split in four graphs in order to enhance clarity.

TABLE I. Fitting parameters for the linear viscoelastic data shown in

Fig. 2. Sample compositions refer to PIB/PEO/SP volume %.

Sample /PEO=/ G0p (Pa) Gr (Pa) tr (s) g1 (Pa s)

70/0/30 0 5.93 � 103 103 3.17 124

69.1/0.9/30 0.03 1.5 � 105 1.06 � 104 0.305 117

63/7/30 0.23 7.84 � 105 4.07 � 104 0.130 120

49/21/30 0.7 2.43 � 105 2.41 � 104 0.357 130

35/35/30 1.17 1.05 � 104 3.79 � 103 2.97 186

21/49/30 1.63 5 � 103 2.33 � 103 4.43 159

14/56/30 1.87 1.25 � 102 1.12 � 102 76.4 71

0/70/30 2.33 0 2.9 9315 54
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the location and magnitude of the minimum in G00. Thus, g1
is the only parameter that is truly free to fit the data since its

value cannot be measured reliably for many of the samples

(the high-frequency Newtonian regime was often out of the

experimental frequency window). Importantly, the ternary

systems considered here are well below the glass transition

(expected at a particle volume fraction of 0:56 [36]) and

therefore their solidlike properties reflect a gel state rather

than a glass state, implying that MCT might not be relevant

for these systems. Nevertheless, even if the model introduced

by Mason and Weitz is based on MCT, its functional forms

for G0ðxÞ and G00ðxÞ very well capture the glasslike visco-

elasticity of these ternary systems, as shown by the solid and

dashed lines in Fig. 2.

To illustrate the rheological sensitivity to the wetting

phase volume fraction, we plot km and G0p as functions of

/PEO=/ in Fig. 3. A striking feature here is the nonmono-

tonic evolution of these parameters with increasing /PEO,

and hence with /PEO=/ (since / is fixed). Most remarkably,

G0p starts to increase by two decades to reach a plateau and

then exhibits a significant decrease as /PEO=/ keeps

increasing. The initial rise in G0p translates the strengthening

of the elastic particle network due to a progressive interparti-

cle bonding through the creation of capillary bridges

[18,21,22]. The plateau region is reached for

0:2 � /PEO=/ � 0:5, consistent with the previous findings at

much lower particle volume fraction (/ ¼ 0:10) [22], where

the maximum in G0p corresponds to the transition from pen-

dular to funicular state. On the other hand, km shows the

opposite trend as G0p when /PEO increases (note that no G00

minimum was found for /PEO=/ � 1:7). Such simultaneous

increase in G0p and lowering of km when the materials

strengthen via capillary bridging is reminiscent of the rein-

forcing effects linked to the increase in the particle volume

fraction, as shown in our previous study on pendular gels

[22] as well as in the case of colloidal depletion gels [32].

C. LAOS

We used dynamic strain sweeps to determine the nonlin-

ear viscoelastic response of these systems. Figure 4 traces

G0ðc0Þ and G00ðc0Þ for various ternary compositions, with the

angular frequency fixed at x ¼ 1 rad s–1. For strain ampli-

tudes exceeding the linear domain, the stress waveforms are

often nonsinusoidal and characterized by the contribution of

odd harmonics, as reported for many soft materials [37].

Hence, the nonlinear G0 and G00 data extracted from the rhe-

ometer software correspond to a first harmonic approxima-

tion of the moduli (i.e., the higher order overtones are not

distinguished from the fundamental frequency) and should

therefore only be considered as apparent moduli. To describe

the LAOS behaviors of the studied systems, we refer to the

classification of the archetypal cases found for soft materials

introduced by Hyun et al. [37]. For 0 � /PEO � 0:14, the

nonlinear regime is marked by a weak strain overshoot (or

type III LAOS behavior [37]), i.e., both moduli exhibit strain

thinning when c0 exceeds the initial linear viscoelastic

domain, with a G00 overshoot preceding its decrease. Such

strain thinning eventually leads to a moduli crossover, from

dominantly elastic (G0 > G00) to dominantly viscous

(G0 < G00) behaviors, indicating an apparent fluidization of

the system. For 0:14 � /PEO � 0:63, we observe simple

FIG. 4. Nonlinear viscoelastic response of the ternary systems during LAOS at 80 �C for / ¼ 0:30 and 0 � /PEO � 0:7. The viscoelastic moduli (filled sym-

bols, G0; open symbols, G00) correspond to the first harmonic approximation for x ¼ 1 rad/s. Results are split in four graphs in order to enhance clarity.

FIG. 3. (a) Characteristic time for the local minimum in G00ðxÞ and (b) elas-

tic plateau modulus vs wetting phase-to-particle volume ratio for / ¼ 0:30.
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strain thinning (or type I LAOS behavior [37]), where the

monotonic decrease of both moduli with c0 also leads to a

solidlike-to-fluidlike crossover at larger strain. Finally, a suc-

cession of strain thinning and strong strain overshoot
(respectively, type I and type IV LAOS behaviors [37]) is

found for 0:63 � /PEO � 0:70, with a dominantly viscous

response at all strain amplitudes, an uncommon situation

also encountered for soft triblock copolymer gels [38]. On a

side note, the nonmonotonic evolution of the linear moduli

(i.e., at small strain amplitudes) with /PEO is consistent with

the results shown in Fig. 2.

Each set of strain sweep data shows characteristic strain

amplitudes: The critical strain amplitude cc, which marks the

onset of nonlinearity, the peak strain amplitude cp defined as

the strain amplitude at the local maximum in loss modulus

ðdG00=dc0Þc0¼cp
¼ 0, and the fluidization strain amplitude cf ,

which corresponds to the strain amplitude at the apparent

moduli crossover G0ðcf Þ ¼ G00ðcf Þ. These parameters are plot-

ted as functions of /PEO=/ in Fig. 5. For 0 � /PEO=/ � 0:5,

both cc and cp tend to decrease while cf increases signifi-

cantly. Conversely, cc nearly plateaus before it starts increas-

ing with the wetting phase content when /PEO=/ > 0:5. In

this region, cp cannot be defined since the G00 overshoot disap-

pears, and cf remains nearly constant. For /PEO=/ � 1:9, the

ternary systems exhibit liquidlike behavior at both small and

large strain amplitudes, and hence no longer undergo to shear-

induced fluidization.

Additionally, the signatures of yielding can be further inves-

tigated through parametric representations of the periodic flow

parameters (aka Lissajous–Bowditch curves), i.e., stress vs

strain (elastic Lissajous–Bowditch curves) and stress vs strain

rate (viscous Lissajous–Bowditch curves). In the case of linear

viscoelasticity, such curves display elliptic shapes, whereas

nonlinear phenomena such as yielding usually translate into an

anharmonic stress response, inducing more complex

Lissajous–Bowditch patterns (see Supplementary Material).

D. Yielding under continuous shear

In order to further investigate the yielding transition in

these ternary systems, we performed stress ramp experiments

to trigger continuous shear flows. The shear viscosity and

strain of the ternary systems at various compositions during

the stress ramps are plotted against the shear stress in Fig. 6.

For all samples, a high apparent Newtonian viscosity is

observed at low stresses, followed by a significant viscosity

drop as the stress increases. While the apparent low-stress

Newtonian viscosity strongly depends on the ternary compo-

sition, all samples seem to converge toward g � 20 Pa s at

high r values regardless of their composition. Remarkably,

the viscosity diminishes by a factor as high as 106 during the

stress ramp, indicating a transition from solidlike to liquid-

like behavior due to shear-induced yielding of the micro-

structure. The same transition can be identified in the

FIG. 6. Nonlinear viscoelastic response of the ternary systems during stress ramps at 80 �C for / ¼ 0:30 and 0 � /PEO � 0:7: viscosity (left group) and strain

(right group) vs stress.

FIG. 5. Strain amplitudes measured under LAOS: (a) critical strain ampli-

tude (limit of linearity), (b) strain amplitude at the local maximum in G00,
and (c) fluidization strain amplitude vs wetting phase-to-particle volume

ratio for / ¼ 0:30.
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stress–strain curves in the lower plots in Fig. 6, where a

sharp rise in strain is observed. Such a transition, which

occurs in a more or less narrow stress range depending on

the material, is a hallmark of yield stress fluids. Its onset is

likely linked to the breakage of weaker bonds within the net-

work structure, which leads to a local viscous flow. This pro-

cess progressively extends to stronger bonds as the stress

increases, until the network eventually becomes fragmented,

resulting in a macroscopic viscous flow. Hence, the stress

range associated with the yielding transition reflects the uni-

formity of bond strength within the network [39], where a

progressive breakdown takes place over a wide stress range

(ductile failure), as opposed to an abrupt fragmentation pro-

cess, which occurs in a narrow stress range (brittle failure).

Here, typical brittle failure is only observed for 0 < /PEO

� 0:14, i.e., for ternary systems in the pendular–funicular

regimes, where the network modulus is maximum.

Conversely, ductile failure is found for 0:14 < /PEO � 0:56,

indicating a softer yielding transition in these systems.

As a side note, we underline that the low-stress apparent

Newtonian flow regime appears in contradiction with the

description of a yield stress fluid, which should behave like a

solid and not like a highly viscous fluid below the yield

stress. However, it is solely due to the relatively short time

of these stress ramp tests, where only transient viscosity val-

ues can be captured at low stresses, as thoroughly demon-

strated by Møller et al. [40]. In reality, the viscosity

increases continuously in time when the imposed stress

remains below the yield stress (see Supplementary Material).

The apparent low-stress viscosity plateau g0, along with

the strain cy and stress ry, at the yield point is plotted versus

/PEO=/ in Fig. 7. As the wetting phase volume fraction

increases, the yield strain cy tends to increase by more than

two decades. On the other hand, g0 varies similarly to G0p [see

Figs. 3(b) and 7(b)]. Finally, the yield stress ry marks a strong

increase for 0 � /PEO=/ � 0:2 and plateaus for 0:2 � /PEO=
/ � 0:5, eventually decreasing when /PEO=/ � 0:5, which is

also reminiscent of the evolution of G0p. We note that these

results are consistent with our previous study, where a similar

trend was found for the evolution of ry over 0 � /PEO=/
< 1, albeit at lower particle volume fraction [22].

E. Phase inversion

Figure 1 showed that as PEO loading was increased at

fixed particle content (/ ¼ 0.30), phase inversion happened:

up to 	 21 vol. % PEO, the samples had only PIB as the con-

tinuous phase, whereas samples with PEO loading at or

above 42 vol. %, PEO was the dispersed phase. For interme-

diate PEO loadings, the samples became bicontinuous. Here,

we will examine the effect of particles on phase inversion in

greater detail.

Experiments similar to Fig. 1 were conducted at various

particle loadings. At each particle fraction, ternary samples

were prepared across a range of PEO volume fraction /PEO,

and their morphology examined by SEM. Samples that disin-

tegrated and dispersed in octane must have PIB as a continu-

ous phase, whereas those that did not must have PEO as a

continuous phase. A further qualitative judgement on bicon-

tinuity was made from SEM of the cryo-fractured samples;

samples with a highly tortuous interface shape were judged

as being bicontinuous. We acknowledge that this is not a

strict definition of bicontinuity [41], yet, since PIB is liquid

at room temperature, it is not possible to extract each of the

two polymers to rigorously verify bicontinuity. Figure

8 shows examples of morphologies on each side of phase

inversion (the left column corresponds to the PIB-continuous

samples and the right column corresponds to the PEO-

continuous samples) at three particle loadings: / ¼ 0, 0.10,

and 0.20. Similar images for / ¼ 0.3 can be found in Fig. 1.

We will first discuss the morphology near phase inversion,

and then the composition for phase inversion.

For particle-free blends (i.e., / ¼ 0), a PEO-in-PIB emul-

sion morphology is evident for /PEO ¼ 0.60 [Fig. 8(a)],

which inverts into a PIB-in-PEO emulsion morphology for

/PEO ¼ 0.65 [Fig. 8(b)]. On both sides of phase inversion,

drop shapes are roughly spherical, albeit with very different

sizes: PIB drops in PEO are about 10 lm in diameter (with a

few larger inclusions close to 100 lm in diameter). In con-

trast, PEO drops in PIB are much larger, typically 50 lm in

diameter. This larger size of the PEO drops [Fig. 8(b) vs

8(a)] may be due to the small viscosity mismatch

(gPEO=gPIB� 1.6 at 80 �C). Such a viscosity mismatch can

influence drop breakup [42,43] and the average drop size is

known to increase with increasing dispersed-to-continuous

phase viscosity ratio. No bicontinuous structure could be

obtained for this PIB/PEO blend system, indicating that its

bicontinuity interval—if any—is likely to be very narrow.

When / ¼ 0.10, the morphology on the PIB-rich side of

phase inversion is a combination of particle-filled PEO drops

and elongated PEO inclusions [Fig. 8(c)], which do not form
FIG. 7. (a) Yield strain, (b) zero shear viscosity, and (c) yield stress measured

during stress ramps vs wetting phase-to-particle volume ratio for / ¼ 0:30.
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a volume-spanning structure. Upon increasing particle load-

ing to / ¼ 0.20 [Fig. 8(e)], and then to / ¼ 0.30 [Figs. 1(d)

and 1(e)], there is a large increase in the size-scale of the

morphology, and the interface shape becomes increasingly

tortuous as the sample becomes bicontinuous. The situation

is very different on the PEO-rich side of phase inversion. In

the absence of particles, the PIB dispersed phase is com-

posed of mostly 10–20 lm drops with a few much larger

(	100 lm) drops. Up to a particle loading of / ¼ 0.20, the

morphology hardly changes, except perhaps an increase in

the number of larger drops. At / ¼ 0.30 [Fig. 1(f)], the dis-

persed phase PIB inclusions look distinctly nonspherical,

with an increase in the size-scale to well over 100 lm. Thus,

we qualitatively conclude that (1) the particles increase the

lengthscale of the two-phase structure, (2) induce nonspheri-

cal interfacial shapes and bicontinuity at high particle

FIG. 8. SEM pictures of PIB/PEO binary systems [(a) and (b)] and PIB/PEO/SP ternary systems for / ¼ 0:10 [(c) and (d)] and / ¼ 0:20 [(e) and (f)] after

selective dissolution of the PIB phase. All compositions are selected to straddle phase inversion.
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loading, and (3) have a greater effect on the morphology

when the nonwetting phase is continuous.

We now turn to a more quantitative discussion of the com-

position at which phase inversion happens. The data of phase

continuity are summarized in the ternary diagram of Fig. 9.

For particle-free blends (/ ¼ 0), Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) indicate a

phase inversion PEO volume fraction /pi
PEO � 0.625 6 0.025.

For blends of two immiscible polymers, the phase inversion

composition can be estimated based on their viscosity ratio

following /pi
1 =/

pi
2 � g1=g2 [P€otschke and Paul (2003)] with

/pi
1 þ /pi

2 ¼ 1. Qualitatively, this criterion suggests that the

higher viscosity phase tends to become the dispersed phase.

Here, we have gPEO=gPIB� 1.6 (measured at 80 �C) and thus

/pi
PEO � 0.615 is expected at phase inversion, which is in

excellent agreement with the experimental results.

What is striking from Fig. 9 is that the effect of par-

ticles on phase inversion is not monotonic. At low load-

ings, particles shift the phase inversion “leftward” i.e.,

toward lower /PEO values. Since the particles and PEO

form a combined phase, we may consider the following

simple idea to explain this: as a first approximation, the

phase inversion occurs when the combined phase has a

volume fraction /þ /PEO ¼ 0.625. This trajectory shown

by the dashed blue line in Fig. 9 does show a “leftward”

shift in phase inversion, but it greatly underpredicts the

magnitude of the shift. We believe that the actual reason

for the large shift in phase inversion composition is the

interfacial activity of particles. Specifically, we have

noted previously that interfacially active particles can

greatly increase the drop size in droplet-matrix blends,

especially if the particles are preferentially wetted by the

dispersed phase system [8,44]. This suggests that particles

increase the coalescence rate of the wetting phase, possi-

bly by the bridging-dewetting mechanism known in the

antifoaming literature [45]. The emulsion literature sug-

gests that increased coalescence is a precursor to phase

inversion [46], i.e., if particles accelerate coalescence of

the wetting phase, then—as a consequence—continuity of

the wetting phase will be favored.

Throughout this article, we have regarded the particles

as being fully wetted by the PEO, because the SEM images

show that they can be engulfed by PEO to form a com-

bined phase. Nevertheless, it is possible that their contact

angle at the PEO/PIB interface (as measured through the

PEO phase) is small but not zero, and therefore, the par-

ticles may indeed promote coalescence, e.g., by bridging-

dewetting. To directly test the hypothesis that particles are

interfacially active and promote coalescence, we examined

one blend with a composition of PIB/PEO/SP of 47/50/3

by volume. This sample had PEO as the continuous phase,

and Fig. 9 indicates a large shift in phase inversion compo-

sition as compared to / ¼ 0. The particle loading of

/ ¼ 0.03 is sufficiently dilute that the particle contribution

to the bulk volume or rheology of the PEO phase may be

presumed to be negligible. Thus, this result strongly sup-

ports the idea that it is the interfacial activity of particles

that moves the phase inversion composition to lower wet-

ting fluid fraction.

At higher particle loading (/ � 0.24), however, the

phase inversion composition moves “rightward,” and the

wetting fluid fraction needed for phase inversion increases.

We believe that this is attributable to rheological effects: at

high particle loadings, the combined phase is a highly con-

centrated suspension of particles in PEO. For instance, for

Fig. 1(f), which is on the PEO-rich side of phase inversion,

the overall composition is PIB/PEO/SP¼ 28/42/30 vol. %.

This corresponds to a combined phase that has 41.7 vol. %

particles suspended in PEO. Thus, this combined phase

may be expected to be highly viscous (in fact, Fig. 10 shows

that it is solidlike in the linear viscoelastic regime). As per

the simple phase inversion criterion listed above [47], this

highly viscous combined phase tends to remain the dis-

persed phase even when the combined volume fraction /
þ/PEO becomes large.

In summary, the nonmonotonic nature of the phase inver-

sion line appears to result from two conflicting phenomena:

Particle-induced coalescence tends to make the particle-

wetting phase continuous, whereas the rheological conse-

quences of adding particles tend to make the particle-wetting

phase dispersed.

A final interesting issue on phase inversion is how

particle migration may affect the morphology [16,48,49].

As mentioned in Sec. II A, the samples were prepared by

first blending PEO and PIB, and then adding particles.

Presumably, the particles first encounter the continuous

phase of this PEO/PIB blend. For samples that are PIB-

continuous, the particles must therefore cross the inter-

face and migrate into the PEO phase, which indeed they

do in all samples. The most interesting situation appears

when the PEO:PIB ratio is near 50:50. Figure 9 then sug-

gests that the blend is PIB-continuous prior to particle

addition, but inverts after particles are added. We pre-

sume that both the particle migration as well as the

phase inversion must require some mixing time, i.e., if

the mixing time is much shorter, the morphology and

even the phase continuity may be different from that

indicated in Fig. 9.

FIG. 9. Representation of the ternary composition sweeps performed to

track phase inversion. The ternary composition diagram is based on volume

fractions. The gray arrow at the bottom points to the estimated phase inver-

sion point for the PIB/PEO binary system.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. Role of capillary cohesion in the rheological
response

One of the main characteristics of the investigated ternary

system is interparticle cohesion through attractive capillary

forces associated with the wetting phase. Our results evi-

dence a wide breadth of linear viscoelastic spectra, from

liquidlike to solidlike behavior depending on the wetting

phase content, along with pronounced fluidization phenom-

ena under shear flow. These results will be summarized and

discussed in this section. To proceed, we will make the dis-

tinction between the several microstructural regimes that

characterize the considered ternary system.

First, in the pendular regime, a strong percolation network

is formed through the creation of capillary bridges between

the particles. This regime, which was discussed in much

greater detail in our previous publication [22], corresponds

to low /PEO=/ ratios. Within this regime, significant rheo-

logical changes appear even with small variations in compo-

sition. The increase in /PEO=/ allows binding more particles

and pendular aggregates within the pendular network, giving

rise to a stronger network with increased G0p and ry and also

resulting in the shortening of the linear viscoelastic domain.

Such network strengthening effect results from the attractive

capillary force at the particle scale, which is typically two

orders of magnitude higher than the van der Waals force

driving interparticle flocculation in conventional suspensions

[18]. Both G0p and ry continue to increase until reaching a

plateau for 0:2 � /PEO=/ � 0:5, where a growing fraction of

the meniscus-shaped capillary bridges coalesce due to the

excess of wetting phase required to connect all of the par-

ticles, which characterizes the funicular regime. Afterward,

for /PEO=/ � 0:5, G0p and ry, mark a consistent decrease.

The onset of this drop in elasticity and yield stress is con-

comitant with a structural transition from a particle network

to a hierarchical network resulting from the arrested coales-

cence of capillary aggregates. This regime is also marked by

the disappearance of the G00 overshoot during LAOS.

Up to this level of wetting phase content, the dependence

of interparticle cohesion and macroscopic properties on the

binding liquid volume for the investigated system reveals

some parallels with the situation of wet granular media, even

though in those cases the particle fraction is far higher than

studied here. In particular, wet granular materials exhibit

maximum strength at relatively low wetting liquid volume

fractions, as assessed by tensile strength [50] and shear mod-

ulus [51] measurements. Similar to our case, this maximum

occurs in a compositional region where the strength varies

only slightly with the wetting phase content. The sharp

increase in the strength at low wetting liquid volumes is

attributed to the capillary force at the scale of particles asper-

ities/rough regions [50,52], while the decrease in the strength

with further increase in the wetting liquid volume is associ-

ated with significant coalescence of the capillary bridges

[50,51]. In these studies, the maximum strength corresponds

to a wetting liquid-to-particle volume ratio in the 0.03–0.08

range, which is significantly lower than the value of roughly

0.2 found in our case. We underline that, even at low wetting

phase content, a purely pendular system (i.e., strictly pair-

wise menisci) might not be realistic in our case since the

uneven drop size distribution of the PEO-in-PIB pre-

emulsion can cause local particle aggregation in the network

as well as coalescence of neighboring menisci during the

mixing with particles. Instead, the investigated ternary sys-

tem is more likely to evolve from a predominantly pendular

configuration toward an increasingly funicular network as

the wetting phase content is increased in the plateau region

FIG. 10. Rheological behavior of concentrated PEO/SP suspensions at

80 �C: (a) apparent moduli in LAOS for x ¼ 10 rad s�1; (b) linear viscoelas-

tic spectra. Filled symbols, G0; open symbols, G00. (c) Scaling of the elastic

plateau modulus with particle volume fraction.
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(i.e., for 0:2 � /PEO=/ � 0:5, where the rheology remains

nearly unchanged).

Thereafter, the capillary aggregates network regime is

associated with a steady decline in elasticity of the ternary

system when /PEO=/ increases, during which the typical

size of the primary capillary aggregates grows. We identify

two reasons for this rheological trend. First, capillary aggre-

gation implies a sharp decrease in the number of network

connections as compared to a pendular network. The second

is the change in internal particle packing fraction of the

aggregates /combined ¼ /=ð/þ /PEOÞ. Capillary aggregates

networks are typically obtained for /PEO=/ spanning from

	0:5 to 	1:2–1:8 depending on /. In this range, the increase

in wetting phase content causes /combined to decrease from

0.67 to 0.38–0.45.

In order to capture how the bulk rheology of the capillary

aggregates is affected by this decrease in internal packing

fraction, we show the results of strain sweeps and frequency

sweeps performed on concentrated SP-in-PEO suspensions

in Fig. 10. Strain sweeps reveal a shortening of the linear vis-

coelastic domain as the particle concentration increases, as

well as strain thickening marked by a maximum in both

apparent moduli at larger strain amplitudes [see Fig. 10(a)],

in agreement with the previous results on concentrated sus-

pensions [53]. The linear viscoelastic spectra show a transi-

tion from a liquidlike behavior at high frequencies to a

weakly pronounced solidlike behavior at low frequencies for

/ ¼ 0:40 [see Fig. 10(b); note that in this paragraph, / refers

to the particle volume fraction in the binary SP-in-PEO sus-

pensions]. On the other hand, a solidlike behavior is found

over the whole x-range for samples with / ¼ 0:44 and

/ ¼ 0:50. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the elastic plateau modu-

lus G0p grows sharply with / for 0:40 � / � 0:50 indicating

that the sample becomes strongly solidlike around / ¼ 0:45.

Consequently in the ternary system, an increase in

/PEO=/ results in a significant decrease in bulk elasticity of

the capillary aggregates, which lowers the modulus of the

capillary aggregate network and leads to a higher degree of

partial coalescence between the aggregates. Moreover, the

increase in the wetting phase content leads to the formation

of capillary aggregates with larger size and less concentrated

in particles, and ultimately causes the PEO–PIB interface to

become smoother. This lowering of the interfacial curvature

reduces the Laplace pressure acting on the particles and

hence the cohesion of the aggregates. In these conditions,

merging of the particle-filled PEO domain is favored and the

ternary system undergoes phase inversion, i.e., the PEO

becomes the sole continuous phase while the PIB phase

forms drops. The rheological response is found to be slightly

nonmonotonic around the phase inversion composition,

where both G0p and ry show a shallow secondary increase for

/PEO=/ between 1.1 and 1.9 [see Figs. 3(b) and 8(c)]. The

reason for such trend is not clear but could be linked to the

strongly heterogeneous nature of the microstructure close to

phase inversion.

Following phase inversion, the morphology becomes that

of drops-in-suspension, where the particles remained solely

located in the continuous PEO phase. Near phase inversion,

many PIB drops, especially large ones, have not relaxed to a

spherical shape [see Fig. 1(f)]. Since the PIB drops are

located within a concentrated SP-in-PEO suspension [the

particle concentration in the PEO phase is given by

/combined ¼ /=ð/þ /PEOÞ � 0:42 for the composition corre-

sponding to Fig. 1(f)], their nonspherical shape is likely due

to the long relaxation time associated with the solidlike vis-

coelasticity of the continuous phase, given that the morphol-

ogy of the ternary system is frozen rapidly after completion

of the mixing process. In this regime, increasing /PEO at

fixed / dilutes the particles in the continuous phase PEO

(i.e., /combined reduces). Hence, it leads to a decrease of the

viscoelastic moduli of the continuous phase, which fosters

the full relaxation of PIB drops to spherical shape.

B. Ternary morphological map construction

Our results provide the basis for full morphological map-

ping of the investigated ternary system. The characteristic

structures are summarized in a ternary diagram based on vol-

ume fractions in Fig. 11. The transitions in this map include

insights from both the results of this paper and some previ-

ous results at lower particle loading. Figure 11 marks the

maximum particle packing fraction to the random close

packing fraction for monodisperse spheres /RCP � 0:64

[54]. This limit is represented by the white region in the

upper corner of the ternary diagram (Fig. 11), which is

experimentally out of reach for nondeformable particles. We

previously established the boundaries of the pendular

(0 < /PEO=/ � 0:22) and funicular (0:22 � /PEO=/ � 0:53)

regimes, as well as the low boundary for the capillary aggre-

gates regime (0:53 � /PEO=/), based on experimental data

at / ¼ 0:10 and geometric arguments [22]. Here, these tran-

sitions are confirmed at higher particle concentration (i.e.,

/ ¼ 0:30). Moreover, we now can determine the upper

boundary for the capillary aggregates regime, which shows a

more intricate dependence on /.

The bicontinuous structures based on the arrested coales-

cence of capillary aggregates constitute a robust feature of

the investigated ternary system. They are observed over a

wide region of the ternary compositional space (see Fig. 11),

in contrast with the particle-free PIB/PEO binary system, in

which bicontinuity is restricted to a very narrow composition

range (see Sec. III E) and is unstable by nature due to coars-

ening. On the other hand, the bicontinuous structures

obtained in the case of ternary systems were very stable even

when the two polymers were kept molten [29]. Such stability

against fluid phases coarsening likely results from the solid-

like dynamics associated with selective partitioning of the

particles within the wetting phase. Indeed, similar observa-

tions were made in polymer blends, where the addition of

solid fillers leads to a broadening of the composition range

for bicontinuity [55–57].

At low/intermediate particle content (typically for

/ < 0:20), the increase in wetting phase content can destabi-

lize the bicontinuous structures and lead to a filled drop mor-

phology, i.e., particle-filled PEO droplets dispersed within

the PIB continuous phase, prior to phase inversion of the sys-

tem. Such particles-in-drops microstructures can exhibit a

mixed fibrillar–nodular morphology as the composition
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approaches the phase inversion boundary. This may

arise because some PEO inclusions have a slightly higher

particle loading, thus arresting them in highly nonspherical

shapes.

When approaching phase inversion from the PIB-

continuous side, the ternary system is thus either a nonperco-

lating particles-in-drops microstructure or a selectively filled

bicontinuous network, where the route to phase inversion

depends on /. As shown by the red dashed line in Fig. 11,

the presence of particles in the wetting phase favors continu-

ity of the latter at low /, while the bicontinuous structures

appear to repel the phase inversion boundary so that continu-

ity of the nonwetting phase is favored at higher /. This

reveals that phase coarsening is strongly influenced by the

particle concentration due to the competition between

particle-induced coalescence and particle-jamming of the

wetting phase. Similar dynamic coupling in ternary blends

with selective localization of the solid particles in one of the

fluid phases was shown by Tanaka et al. [58] through 2D

experiments, where the particle volume fraction was found

to influence the coarsening dynamics of the system.

Once phase inversion occurs, the ternary system adopts a

drops-in-suspension configuration where the particles can

either be engulfed by the PEO or adsorb at the PIB–PEO

interface. However, due to the low affinity between

particles and PIB, the particles tend to stay in the PEO

phase, with minimal contact at the PIB–PEO interface.

Since the particles in all samples appear overwhelmingly in

the PEO phase, the contact angle h (as defined through the

PEO phase) can be assumed to be very small or near zero.

Such small contact angles are insufficient to stabilize

Pickering emulsions, and additional viscous forces during

mixing likely further destabilize any weak Pickering emul-

sion that may form. Finally, when the particle content

increases (moving upward in the ternary diagram), the SP-

in-PEO suspension becomes solidlike, which tends to delay

the relaxation of the drops and hence favors the presence of

unrelaxed nonspherical drops.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the microstructural

transitions present in liquid–liquid–particle ternary systems

and their influence on the rheology. Such three-phase sys-

tems encompass the components of suspensions and emul-

sions within a single framework, where the wetting

properties of the particles toward each of the fluid phases

have a significant impact on the ternary structural diagram.

Our study has focused on the singular case of strong prefer-

ential wetting of the particles by one of the viscous fluid

FIG. 11. Morphological mapping and schematic structures of the investigated PIB/PEO/SP ternary system. The ternary composition diagram is based on vol-

ume fractions. The red dashed path in the ternary diagram represents the phase inversion boundary, with the liquid continuous phase being PIB (nonwetting

phase) on the left-hand side and PEO (wetting phase) on the right-hand side. The gray region of the ternary diagram above /p¼ 0.35 corresponds to high parti-

cle concentrations, which is unexplored here. The upper limit in particle volume fraction is marked at the random close packing for monodisperse spheres

/RCP � 0:64. Note that the network structures are volume-spanning only above the percolation threshold, i.e., for / > /per � 0:05.
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polymer phases. We have identified, for the first time in one

single system, five main classes of morphology that consti-

tute the complete structural diagram of such ternary systems:

(1) pendular network, (2) funicular network, (3) capillary

aggregates network, (4) filled drops, and (5) drops-in-suspen-

sion. Our results highlight the central role of capillary inter-

actions in the formation of percolated structures in the case

of pendular, funicular, and capillary aggregates bicontinuous

networks, where the cohesion between the particles forming

the network is dominated by capillary forces. For a fixed par-

ticle volume fraction, the increase in wetting phase volume

fraction induces a change in the building blocks of the

capillary-driven network from single particles to capillary

aggregates. In the latter case, the resulting material is a

bicontinuous gel with a selectively particle-filled domain,

which completely differs from the bijel structure obtained in

the case of particles with neutral wettability. The formation

of such hierarchical network leads to an extended composi-

tion interval for bicontinuity as compared to the particle-free

polymer blend, in accordance with several examples from

the literature dealing with polymer–polymer–colloidal parti-

cle ternary blends with strong selective partitioning of the

particles in one of the polymer phases. In addition, the parti-

cle volume fraction was found to have a strong influence on

phase inversion of the ternary system. While continuity of

the wetting phase is promoted at low particle volume frac-

tions, likely due to interfacial activity-induced coalescence,

at higher particle volume fractions, the interplay between

capillary cohesion and phase coarsening of the immiscible

fluids leads to a delayed phase inversion from nonwetting

phase continuity to wetting phase continuity.

From a rheological standpoint, interparticle capillary

cohesion results in a manifest strengthening of the ternary

system, where the elastic plateau modulus and yield stress

significantly increase up to the funicular state. A microstruc-

tural switch from a capillary-driven particle network to a par-

ticle aggregate network then leads to a decrease in elasticity.

The maximum in elastic plateau modulus and yield stress is

observed at a wetting phase-to-particle volume ratio around

0.2–0.5, in agreement with our previous study conducted at

lower particle concentration. The yielding behavior also

depends on the morphology since a transition from brittle to

ductile yielding is found as the phase inversion boundary

from bicontinuous structure to suspension–emulsion is

crossed.

This study should provide a practical basis for the design

of soft materials based on the ternary liquid–liquid–solid par-

ticle that blends with selective wetting properties, and for

tuning their microstructure and rheology. Other important

aspects, such as the influence of particle wettability on the

proposed ternary mapping, the universality of the ternary

phase behavior for polymeric and small molecules liquids, as

well as the influence of the size and shape of the solid par-

ticles, remain to be fully addressed.
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